
Olympics- openning ceremonies. Break kids into teams, each team has
a �ag. When music starts teams take a lap (or two) around the rink,
trying (as best as manageable) to keep countries separate. Provide a
gap between countries and make sure all kids get a chance to be a �ag
bearer. Once all teams are in the middle the lead coach can assign kids
to each station while other coaches quickly get stations setup. 
Closing ceremonies are very similar. From their last station all countries
take a couple laps sharing the �ag again to their adoring fans. For
closing ceremonies all athletes can be scattered together. Closing
ceremonies end by the exiting bench so players can get off the ice.

Olympic Event- Biathlon. Players start at the corner of the crease on
the goal line. With a puck they skate through the obstacle course and
take a shot on the �rst net. They then pick up a second puck and
stickhandle all the way around the tire for a second shot on goal. Timer
stops when the 2nd puck goes in (or crosses the goal line).

Speed skating event- run as shown with two players skating at a time.
Players skate two laps of the circle staying on the outside without sticks.
After one cycle through have players skate the other direction.

6u Olympics

Twice a year Olympic skate!

Opening/Closing ceremonies 4 mins

Olympics- Biathlon 7 mins

Olympics- Speed Skating 7 mins



Olympic Events:
Moguls- Lay out �rehose as shown. Players start in line with the faceoff
dots, Oo go players must skate/step over the hose skate to the boards
and return the same way to their line.
Slalom- Set out cones as shown. Players start in line with the faceoff
dots, on go players slalom around the cones, must do a full turn around
the last cone and back through the cones to the start of the line. 

Olympic Event- Bobsled. Using the blue seals at the Dipper players
must push a teammate through the bobsled course. Have teams go one
at a time and players must switch pushers every lap. For the Fall
Olmypics coaches/helpers might need to help new players push
teammates around as they might not be strong enough skaters yet.
Timing is not as critical in this one as players will be pushing different
kids throughout the event and during different Olympics. 

Olympics- openning ceremonies. Break kids into teams, each team has
a �ag. When music starts teams take a lap (or two) around the rink,
trying (as best as manageable) to keep countries separate. Provide a
gap between countries and make sure all kids get a chance to be a �ag
bearer. Once all teams are in the middle the lead coach can assign kids
to each station while other coaches quickly get stations setup. 
Closing ceremonies are very similar. From their last station all countries
take a couple laps sharing the �ag again to their adoring fans. For
closing ceremonies all athletes can be scattered together. Closing
ceremonies end by the exiting bench so players can get off the ice.

Olympics- Slalom and Moguls 14 mins

Olympics- Bobsled 7 mins

Opening/Closing ceremonies 4 mins


